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A STUB* OF TRAITS RELATED TO PERFORMANCE OF ROUTE SALESMEN
IN THE BAKING IHMSTET
PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH
The purpose of this research ms to determine whether or not there 
are- any traits measurable by psychological test whereby successful 
route salesmen, in the baking industry can be differentiated from un­
successful route salesmen* If significant differences in trait- standings 
can be found which are associated with significant differences in 
degree of success attained as route salesmen* there Is the possibility 
that such traits are associated casually with the differences in degree 
of success attained*
BACKGROUND FOB THIS RESEARCH
During the- past twenty-five years there have been various research 
projects carried on to determine patterns of traits whereby probabil­
ities of -success after training and experience could be predicted in 
advance of* or at the time of, employment of the applicant* It is our 
purpose here to review some of these approaches which appear to be 
relevant to the purposes of the present .research, and to indicate what 
some of the outcomes of previous research have been* One of the major 
focal, points for research directed toward predicting success of salesmen 
has been the application blank. The application blank gives facts and 
personal history data concerning the individual* The insurance 
companies, particularly, have applied actuarial statistical methods to 
the application blank to determine which, if any, personal data items 
have prognostic significance. However, the insurance companies are
2not the only organisations which have tried this approach* Typical 
of the research directed toward the setting up' of a weighted appli­
cation blank is that performed by' the followings 'IfcMurr&y (10),
Bussell (lb), Cope (6), Manson (9), Steward (l£), Goldsmith (7)*
Swats (16), Andrews (1), Bosensiein (13), ®hd turtw (8)* In some of 
the studies reported by.'.these authors, it is claimed:that high dis­
crimination values have been found for certain items* However, the 
Items which are significant in one study do not possess the same degree - 
of significance in another study where different criteria of success 
have been used*. Some of the items have been found to possess die- . 
criminating value in all of the experiments* Examples of these signifi­
cant items are age, education, marital- statu©,' number of previous $ob& 
held, years of experience in sales work, number of clubs or social 
organisations to which the Individual belongs, and the number of offices 
held in such organisations-*
The method in these studies, in general, has been to determine the' 
.relationship between standings in a particular category of an item 
(age, for example) relate this to standings in some criterion of sales 
success,. and upon the basis of the degree of association found, to 
assign numerical weights- to standings in the -personal, data factor*
After scatter-diagrams and. correlation© have been obtained, those items 
have been ©elected which ©how some degree of association and numerical 
weights assigned proportionate to discriminating powers' for differential, 
standing© in item category* Then, each, individual in the experimental 
sample ha©''been assigned a total weighted score* ibis- total, weighted 
score is derived from numerical, weights' received in each of the 
separate items* These total weighted scores have then been scatter-
3diagramed, and the tread noted# Correlations have been run to deter-* 
mine the precise degree of association between total; weighted scores 
and criterion of success*. Some studies (those in which fair-sised 
correlations have been found) show that regression equations have been 
run and prediction tables set up# these prediction tables show, for 
every total weighted score it is possible to obtain in the personal 
history Items, the most probable standing in the criterion# Some studies 
have resulted in charted profiles which show the median or average 
standing in each item for successful salesmen, and the charted limits 
within which an individual- can vary and still appros&mate the general 
pattern of the successful individual* By these prediction-table and 
profile-ehart methods, it has been claimed by' some organisations that 
they have been able to pick twice as many successes as failures from the 
available applicants* Others (8) have claimed that aa individual who 
possesses the profile pattern which characterises the successful sales­
man has four times the probability of success as does an individual 
who does not match the profile pattern*
Another type of approach is represented by research to debemine whether 
or not' there are certain, interest patterns or personality trait patterns 
by which potentially successful salesmen could be spotted* Marion Bills 
(3) and Otis (XX) found that the Strong Vocational Interest Blank 
measures the degree to which an individual possesses interests which are 
similar to those of individuals successfully engaged in various fields 
at the professional level* However, these same authors found that it 
does not tell whether or not the individual has the personality traits 
and abilities to be successful in the work itself* In both of the 
researches just mentioned, neither Bills nor Otis found that the
Berareuter Personality Inventor traits were associated with degree 
of success in. sales work* Bills found that a Ham©'-and Number Checkin 
feat* the measure of Dominance on the Bernreuter, the measure of 
Extroversion on the Bernreuter, .and the temperament traits measured fey 
the Humm~Wadew©rth Temperament Scale 'were not predictive of sales success 
in the particular study' ‘reported* This does not necessarily mean that 
personality and temperament traits are not associated with success in 
sales work# It could mean several things*. For example, it could mean 
that- the criterion of sales success used was not one which is related 
to or dependent upon these particular personality and temperament traits* 
It could mean that differences which might have shown up between 
extremely successful, and extremely unsuccessful sales people 'in- person* 
ality traits did not show up -when a rang© of salesmen representing all 
grades from very poor to excellent was used*-
In view of the results reported by Bills, it should be noted that in a 
book by J* 1* Hosenatein {13}, S^cientific Selection of Salesmen”, the 
following .statement is mad© on Pages 161*162? "The personality test 
recommended is the Personality Inventory fey Robert G* Bernreuter# Four 
factors described and considered by this, questionnaire have femm. found 
to be. of value in the selection of salesmen* these are termed Extro­
version, Dominance, Self*C©nflienee, and Social Independence or Self* 
-Sufficiency*M Though the book' fey Eosenstein purports to- bring together 
into one volume the- significant research, methods, and techniques of 
value in selecting salesmen, he does not present the evidence to 
support the statement Just quoted* On. Pag© 162 of the book, Rosenstein 
says, A^ccording to the 'research of A# F* Bodge, ten personality traits 
are characteristic of the successful sales person* They are, Emotional
Btability, Self-Confidence, .Self-Sufficiency, Aggressiveness* Sociabil­
ity, Non-Solf-Consci ousnes a, little Tendency to talk About Self, tack 
of Resentfulness toward Criticism, A Tendency to be- Radical and Un~ 
conventional* and Willingness to Take Responsibility**
After summarising and evaluating -all of the methods* principles* and 
techniques which have been developed up to- 19hk in the selection of 
-salesmen* Rosensteln recommends the following tests as predictive of 
sales ability! the Otis SelfWldbinistering. Test of Mental Ability* the 
Bernreuter Personality Inventory* the Detroit Selling Inventory* and 
the loss Social Intelligence Test#
A third approach to the problem -of selecting salesmen has been through 
the use of rating scales (k)» The situation here is pretty much the 
same-as it is with respect to the use of personality inventories* it 
is difficult to make eross-compartsons between, different studies because 
different criteria of sales success m m  used# In addition* the repre­
sentativeness of samples- differed ivm -one piece of research, to another* 
.groups widely enough different in ability were: not selected* or particu­
larly in the use of the rating scales,, opinion and judpients which are 
qualitative in character were used as the criteria of success * without 
an analysis of actual, sales' records in terns of dollar volume# Noticeable 
in some of these studies is a lack of adherence to scientific methodology 
.and procedures*. There is evidence that proper control of criteria used 
was not exercised* Therefore, when these factors are considered, it is 
not surprising that there are' conflicting results reported, and that the 
■same personality, interest,, or temperament measures do not show the same., 
degree of predictability from one study to another*
In addition to 1 approaches just noted* there have been dozens oct so* 
called “systems* dealing with differences In head structure, facial 
features, and bodily M i d #  They all come under the category of physi­
ognomy* Research on the claims for these system has persistently and 
consistently shown that* In actuality, there is little If any association 
between physiognomic characteristics and behavior manifestations, especially 
m  far m  predicting occupational success $& concerned# Typical research 
evaluating the claims of these systems la that dene by Paterson and Ludgate 
(12) end Glee ton and Knight (5)# To the extent that the principles of 
control necessary .in scientific research m m  not followed, there will be 
invalidation of the results. of such studies# At present m  are interested 
only in these research projects which have defined, isolated and measured, 
by use of the instruments giving the greatest approach to objectivity, 
the traits whieh have been determined from actual job am lysis to be 
associated with dif ferences '-la degree of performance on the job*
(IT) has made several studies which seem to provide m method* • 
ology Which could be followed in the present study* Though these 
were directed at determining the characteristics and traits 
.fferentiate good from poor executives, the methods and procedures 
mm- thought to be these which would be meet productive in determining 
the differences, If any, between very poor and excellent salesmen*
The purpose of the Thompson research was to determine what contribution 
psychological tests could make to executive personnel procurement 
procedures in one of the five largest management engineering firms In 
the Gnited States* This firm was interested in tbs scientific selection 
of its own executives and in better selection of executives for its
client fime* The research centered in. the management engineering con* 
cem itaelf * There were 135 executives in this organization, who, on 
the basis of their present' duties and responsibilities md their past 
records, could be considered as top-flight executives*
The criterion ms established through interviews held with partners, 
account managers, department managers, account supervisors, and with 
staff men* These interviews had the following aims; 1* to get the 
consensus concerning demands made on staff men by the work -of the final 
2* to determine the abilities, personal characteristics, and accomplish­
ments considered necessary for success with the firm* After this was 
done, the seven partners of the firm were asked to analyze the 135 men 
and to select those men who were the best and those men who were the 
worst on the following basis; 1* Those men whose performance records 
and unanimous partner evaluations (independently obtained) placed them 
as “superior” constituted one group* There.were fifteen men in this 
group* 2* Those men whose performance .records md unanimous partner 
evaluations placed them at the bottom of the 135 men were called the "low” 
men* There were ten men in this group who were clearly at the bottom 
of the 135 * Therefore, out of the 135 men,' it was possible to isolate 
twenty-five men who stood at the extremes, fifteen at one extreme and ten 
at the other* To he noted is that the criterion consisted of performance 
records on jobs done and consensus of partner-evaluations combined {by- 
identical standings in both criteria) into a single criterion expressed 
as “superior” or 1 inferior”* The criterion so obtained is a two-category 
variable which does not arrange the mm in rank order* Therefore, it did 
not readily lend itself to the statistical technique of correlation* 
However, group comparisons could be made which brought out clearly any
MSimmmm -m  the teats 'tmfymm, the tire groups ®£ men who stand at the 
extremes# light separate testa, comprising tMrby-lour different 
measures, were administered to the 13$ staff mm of the management er*gi- 
nearing concern* The means, standard deviations, and tterttieat ratios1*- 
(U/SU) for ail teats were. determined by comparison between, the- tbf 
.fifteen men. and the bottma ten men* Significant differences, based -on the 
critical ratios, were fomd on twelve of the thirty-four measures. It 
was also f©nod that in five of the ramaining twenbywtwo measures both 
groups were significantly above the averages of the test norms, though the 
two- groups did not differ significantly between themselves, this means 
that in these- five measures, all of the men were distinctly above the 
average of the general population* It ms found that the superior group 
average ms above the population average in sixteen of the .seventeen 
measures .and average- in one., the inferior group average me above- average 
in thirteen of the .seventeen measures, average in three, and below average 
in one# The superior group had higher percentile standings than the 
inferior group on. thirteen of the -seventeen measures* The personnel pro­
curement methods of this firm, it is to be- noted, have been effective 
-enough to select even i^nferior** men for the firm Who were superior to the 
peculation at large in the traits noted-*.
The above study is reported in -some detail because it is -charaeteristic of 
the approach which has been mad© to the problems of selecting executives 
.and supervisors# It ms thought that this approach ms the one which, was 
likely to prove more fruitful for purposes of the present 'Investigation*
9am cHimEioK
This research was carried out in twelve pleats of a bakery chain, these 
plants are located in Illinois#. ■ Indiana, Michigan# Chio# Connecticut#
North Carolina# and Florida. The plant set-up# the operations#- and the 
work to 'be done are very similar throughout this organisation of twelve 
plants*
With the aid of top management, the -entire sales organisation for each 
plant was thoroughly analysed* this was done to find out exactly of what 
the Job of route salesmen consisted*- In a group conference with the plant 
manager# sales manager# and sales supervisors# the sales records and 
abilities of the individual members of the sales force were discussed* In 
this my it ms possible to determine which mm constituted the top route 
salesmen and which men -constituted the bottom route salesmen in each plant. 
Th© sales records provided a quantitative criterion* The conference with 
the plant manager# - sales manager md sales supervisors led to a consensus 
of agreement which# In effect# is m qualitative criterion*
■In the twelve plants there were 27$ route salesmen altogether* Out of 
this group- it ms possible to select forty-five men who# by both quali­
tative and quantitative criteria# stood at the top* It was also possible 
to pick the forty-five men who, on the basis of both qualitative and 
-quantitative criteria# were lowest* The only question of disagreement 
came in the exact placement of a man in the group* %  additional, confer­
ence and Infomation# this difficulty was corrected* For the- purposes 
of this study# the forty-five top men and the forty-five- bottom men were 
those who were so placed unanimously by the criterion method used.
Th* mmm  atendings and standard deviation Xistita in enrtaia traits for
11m m
upon
mad© |ii thia 
to the
m m ®  and mornmm
of the operations of this company and previous
were selected to he
the Personnel Testty Wonder lie*: The specific 
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two groups" were then obtained <
The traits (Table I and Figure 1} in which significant differences occur 
between the two groups are to fee found in the Johnson Temperament Analysis 
end the Personal Audit* Before discussing these traits, a statement 
should fee made concerning what are considered to fee the ^ normal* ranges 
for personality traits as these are usually defined in personality 
inventories. Percentiles between 3  and 75 are usually called the ^ normal* 
range* Percentiles between 75 and 90 in one direction show the existence 
of a trait to a strong degree in whatever direction is feeing described* 
Percentile standings between 90 and 100 show the possession of a trait to 
a reiy strong degree in whatever direction is feeing described* 
standings between 25 and 10 show the possession, of a trait to a 
degree In the opposite direction as described* Percentiles between 10 and 1 
show the possession of a trait to a very strong degree in the opposite 
direction as described* Hie rationale for this can fee seen fey study of
the relationship between a percentile scale and the- normal probability 
curve* A percentile distribution is rectangular*, The normal proba«*
bility curve 'is: not rectangular* Therefore, bte percentile ©eales iMcb 
have 'been used in Figures 1, 2 and 3 inclusive.,, show the actual distances 
between adjacent ■percentiles based upon the normal probability curve*- 
It is to be noted: that the distances betm m  one and 10 percentile .-and 
between 90 and 190 percentile -are equal* However, reference to the graphs 
will, show that, actuary, the distance between I4O percentile and 60 
percentile is not very great* ibis means that differences at the mean 
are considerably smaller than differences at the extremes in 'whatever 
human trait is measured* This la partly a • function of the fact that the 
frequency of occurrence decreases as one goes from, the central ■ tendency 
point in a normal probability curve toward either extrema* The frequency 
with which a deviation from the measure of central tendency occurs' partly 
reflects the extent of the rarity of whatever is being measured as a 
function of the deviation from the measure of central tendency* The 
difference between an individual #10 stands at the 90th percentile and one 
#10 stands at the 100th percentile is greater than the difference between 
the 25th and 75th percentiles in s mvm.1 diftidbution* the same is true 
of the difference- between sero and 10- percentile m  contrasted to the 
-distance between the 2*>th and ?Sth percentiles * Therefore, ■ particularly 
in personality measurement, the broad range between. 2$ and 75 percentile 
is called "normal*" If one were discussing abilities' or aptitudes, the 
tern would be "average***
Previous studies by Thompson (If ) and Arm (2) -show that ordinarily one may 
expact means in trait standings which are at the 75th percentile .and beyond 
from the- 50th percentile mark to constitute significant or near-significant
differences frm population not®- in. ■ whatever - trait is being .measured*,
For these reasons, those traits were suspected as shewing signifleant 
differences in. 'which the group means- were at or beyond 2$ percentile or
15 percentile*
Ab will be seen from Figures 1-3 inclusive, these expectations are bom 
out when the actual t values were obtained* It also indicates that a 
projection in. a personality trait to the ?$th percentile or beyond in one 
direction or to the 25th percentile or beyond in the other direction 
constitutes & significant deviation from- "normal*"
It has been previously -stated (page ,il# paragraph t) that all of the person­
ality traits which -revealed significant differences between the two groups 
m m  found on the Johnson Temperament Analysis, and Personal Audit.* -There 
m m  six of these traits* these traits- were Hervous-Coj^ osedj Depressive- 
0ay-hearted| Subjective-Objective $ Cordial-Cold| Self-H^ stery-Impulsive; 
and imotionality-Steadiness* Reference to the profile sheet for the 
Johnson Temperament Analysis (see Appendix) shows that the author of this 
inventory does not set up his nones called Excellent, Acceptable, Improve­
ment Desirablet and .Improvement Drgemb on the basis of the percentile 
ranges which m m  previously discussed as showing normal, strong,. .and very 
strong projections-* In this respect, the Johnson Temperament- Analysis 
does not follow the standards- stated as they occur .in most other person­
ality inventories'* However, the nones sat up in, the Johnson Temperament 
.Analysis -are based upon experimental .groups which were psychiatric- cases* 
Therefore, this- does not invalidate the arguments for- signficance . presented 
here*
It is to be noted that in. .order for a difference to be- .statistically 
significant, it is not necessary that the standing of the two groups fee as
■widely separated as the distance - between ~ 25 "and 75 -percentile*- This ia 
illustrated -fey the- first trait' on 'the Johnson .Temperament' -Analysis 
(Hervons-Composed) which shows significant' differences* Here, the high 
salesmen average 33 percentile, with a range from *&f%a + l<7*of 13-52 
percentile*' the low salesmen average h3 percentile, with a standard 
deviation range from -idto ■+ 1<Sof 23~61 percentile* Hie t value ia 
2-#t*8, shewing leas than 3 chances in 100 that- the obtained difference 
between means Is hot a true difference*
The trait Hervous-Ocmposed is a measure of the extent to which m  individual 
operates- under inner .nervous strain or - tension* Both these groups of 
salesmen are less inclined than the average person to operate under such 
inner nervous strain or tension- or to be given- to fidgeting, tics,' tremors, 
apprehensiveness, etc*' However, 'the top salesmen are still less inclined 
than the low salesmen to operate under nervous tension*
The top salesmen are less inclined than, either the average person or the 
low' -salesmen to- be given to swings in mood and to periods of gloominess 
and discouragement (BepreBSive-0ay**hearted) * This means that they recover 
rather quickly from .discouragement and can tales turn-downs more ■ easily 
than either the average person or the .1m  salesmen*
The top salesmen are less inclined than- the average person or the loir sales­
men to be self-centered in their approach to the problems of everyday life 
(SubJective^ Objeotive) as. contrasted to objective -and impersonal*
The top salesmen are more Cordial (Gordial^ Oold) than the average indi- ■ 
vidual, and significantly so, but it is- interesting to note that they are 
significantly less cordial than are the Xm  salesmen* Anyhow, both the 
high and the low sales groups are definitely more cordial- or expressively 
warm-hearted In their approach to .people than is tree or characteristic
of ■ the average individual. However,' the low salesmen, with ■ respect- to 
this trait,- reverse' the-usual direction* The- -'top'salesmeii- -are strengly 
inclined toward Self-mastery (Sel£-mstery--lmpul8ive), which means that 
they are inclined to operate on the basis of planfulness rather than on 
■the basis of impulse*- The low salesmen are also more inclined in this 
direction than is tree of the average person#- • However, the top salesmen 
are significantly higher than the low salesmen with respect to this 
trait*
'The top sales group is better- able to stand routine work in which the 
opportunities for self-expression, creativity, and individuality are not 
particularly great (Emotionality-Steadiness trait on. Hie Personal Audit). 
The low salesmen are average in this respect* Though in the case of 
neither group is it shown, that highly individualistic, creative, varied 
work is required, (standing toward the Saotionallty end of the scale in­
dicated the need for individualistic, creative work, and "prima donna" 
tendencies) the top salesmen are 'better able to stand a pattern of work 
activity in which there is not tremendous variety*
Table XI .mid Figure 2 present those traits in which there are no sig­
nificant differences between the two groups* There were- 25 of these 
traits#; Both groups are below the average of the population upon, whom 
the l-onderlic Personnel Test was standardised, thus indicating that high 
mental ability is not necessarily a requirement for effective sales 
performance m  sales performance is defined by the- work in which these 
men are engaged# However, the high ©ales group has an average percentile
i
standing in mental ability,, which is seven points higher 'than, that of 
the low sales group* Hie londerlic Personnel Test does not directly give 
an intelligence quotient* However, reference to the Wonderlie Personnel
16
Test Manual shows that it is • possible • to transmute raw scores on the
. f
Personnel tmt into terns of the most probable -score which 
would have been obtained on the tMrby-miuute Otis S~A test of Mental 
Ability* Making this comparison shows that the high salesmen average 103 
in intelligence quotient md the low sales group averages 99 in intelli­
gence quotient* This indicates that ’both groups are average in intelM^ - 
genee* but that the high sales group averages somewhat higher than the low 
sales tgrou§>* this finding would seem to indicate that average or normal 
intelligence is all. that is required for effective performance* so far as 
mental, ability alone is concerned*, Therefore, one ©an conjecture that the. 
personality factors .are considerably more important for success than the 
factor of intelligence*• provided that the individual, possesses ^ yer&ga 
intelligence*
the traits measured by The Bemrenier Personality inventory ares 
Emotionally Stable-Shiotionally bustable, Self**Sufficient«Mon«*Self-* 
Sufficient, g^ troversion-*lntroversion, BominaBt^ Subaissive ,. Self-Confident- 
Self-Conscious, Social-Hoa-Boci&L*
Hone of these traits showed- a ■significant' -difference- between the two 
groups* Both groups are emotionally stable and well-adjusted to life in 
■general* Both groups- are inclined to be n©a*#e!i sufficient* Both groups 
are- more extroverted than, is true of the average person* Both groups are 
inclined to be dominant (doEiinant meaning to assume the lead role in 
face-to-face contacts)* Both, groups are inclined toward wholesome self- 
confidence* .Both groups are-more sociable than is true of the-average 
person*
The Personal Audit showed that in eight traits out -of nine all means m m  
in the normal range as far as industrial noma are concerned and showed
tm significant differences between the two groups* Xrrit.afeiliiy-Tran- 
quility, m  measured by the Personal Audit, did not show significant 
differences* Indecision-Firmness, as measured by the Personal Audit, did 
not show- significant differences*- Evasion-Frankness, as measured fey the 
Personal Audit, did not shew significant differences* Instability- 
Stability, as measured fey the .Personal Audit, did not show significant 
differences-.* Intolarance-Toierance, as measured fey the Pers-enai Audit, 
did not show significant differences* fXuetuation-Persistence, as * 
measured fey the Personal Audit, -did not show significant differences.* 
Worry-Contentment, as measured fey the Personal Audit, did not show sig­
nificant differences* The Johnson Temperament Analysis showed four traits 
in. which there were- no significant differences between the two .groups * 
Active-Quiet, as measured fey the Johnson Temperament Analysis, shows that 
both groups are ready to- undertake a variety of new tasks* Sympathetic- 
Hard-boiled, as measured fey Hie Johnson Temperament Analysis* shows that 
both groups are sensitive to .and sympathetic toward the feelings and 
problems of other people* Critical-Appr.eciat.ive, as measured fey the 
Johnson Temperament .Analysis, shows- both groups in-the average .range* 
ilggressive-Suteisslve, as measured fey the Johnson. Temperament Analysis-, 
shows, that both groups are more aggressive- than the population upon which 
the Temperament Analysis was standardised*
Another test used was the Personality Index*- There are six. traits measured 
by -this test* These six traits are as follows s Job Interest (a measure 
of the extent to which an individual can lose himself in. or become absorbed 
in a job to fee done)? Social Intelligence (a measure of the extent to 
which an individual has -the know-how in. -social, relationships to get along 
harmoniously with others )j Leadership (specifically, in. this test meaning
the-extent-to -which an individual has -developed supervisory leadership 
potential at the present' time) $■ Planning: (a measure ■ of the - extent to which 
the tallvidaal plans aj^ o^rganigea work- activities)! Drive (the extent to 
which an individual has pep or push and will drive himself rather than-. 
others)j Follow-Through {the extent to which an individual can handle an 
assignment with attention' to details -without _ the necessity for close 
supervision).* This test was so. standardised that the items and. the cate-* 
gories mentioned are applicable to jobs of a supervisory character* There 
is, then, despite the seeming a priori relevance of the test based upon 
trait -names alone, no real reason to be surprised, that none of the six 
traits- measured by this test showed significant differences between the 
two groups* Both of the groups are around the average -on all of the six 
traits* Neither group deviates much below average in any of the six 
traits* Therefore,- it would not be a legitimate assumption that absence 
of these six traits -would be conducive-.to success as salesmen, but the 
most legitimate assumption from, the data presented in Table II appears to 
be that an average amount of the six traits in question is -all that is 
necessary so far as the demands of the type of work which we are 
investigating are concerned*-'
Table V represents the traits in which the sales groups ■ differ from test 
norms * It is to be noted that in. 11 traits' both sales groups, deviate 
from test norms in the same- -direction* These- traits are- (Stable Emotion- 
ally-testable Emotionally) from the Bemreuter Personality ...Inventory,
(Sulxleienb-Mon-Self Sufficient) from the Bemreuter Personality Inventory, 
(ihctroversion^ Xntrovereion) from the Bemrouter Personality Inventory,
(Domnant-Submissive) from the Bernreuter Personality Inventory,
( SeIf-Oonfiden t~ $elf^Conscious } ■ from the' Bernreuter ' Per- 
san&llty Inventory, ( Soc 1 a 1**M on - Soc i al} f m m  the Bern* 
'renter Personal!ty Inventory* {I’inaness-Indeei sion) from 
the Personal Audi % 9  { St&blll ty~Xns'tab 1X1 ty} from the Per** 
sonal .tedlt#' {Aotlve^^iiet) from the Johnson Temperament 
.Analysis, {Cordial-Cold) from the Johnson Temperament 
Analysis, { Sympa the fle~Har&~ho Had) from -the Johnson 
Temperament Analysis* (Sub-jeefIve-0hjactive) from, the 
Johnson Temperament Analysis* (Aggressive-Suferalsal ve) from’ 
Hie Johnson Temperament Analysis, and {Self«*Mastery-Impul­
sive) as measured by the Johnson Temperament Analysis.*
In five traits the high sales group differed from test 
norms* These traits were t BvasIon^Frankness) from- the 
Personal Audit* {Intolerance**Tolerance}' from the Personal 
Audit, {Brno tl on al 1 ty ~ 8 te adine s s } from the Personal Audit,
(Bervou s**C ompos ed) as measured by the'Johnson Temperament 
Analysis, and (Bepresslve-0ay*-h©anted) as measured by the 
Johnson Temperament Analysis* The scores can be found . t o  
Table ¥ of toe above mentioned traits*
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toe high and low -sale men are average In intelligence a# 
measured by toe Underlie Personnel Test*, toe high and 
low salesmen .are emotionally highly stable and well-adjusted 
to- Ufa In general as measured by the trait IvmofclonalXy 
3table-Fmotion&lly Unstable from the Semreuter Personality
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Inventory. The high aria low salesmen will often seek ad­
vice ana encouragement* ana are happier when working in a 
group* this is measured by the trait 3©lf-6uffloi®ni-l?eh- 
.Self-Sufficient from the Bemreuter - Personality Inventory * 
the high, and low salesmen rarely worry * seldom suf fer 
emotional upsets# and are ahle to meet people easily as 
measured by the trait i^troverslon^Introversion from the 
Bernreuter Personality Inventory* fhe high and low sales- 
men tend to dominate others In face-to-face contacts as 
measured by'the trait Bominant^Submiasiv© from the Bera- 
router Personality Inventory* .the high and low- salesmen, 
tend to- be self-confident and well-ad just ©a to their en­
vironment as measured by the trait Self-ScBfideht-Sel#- 
Oons-eioua from the Bernreuter Personality Inventory* fhe 
high and low salesmen tend to be sociable and. to seek and 
to enjoy the company of others as measured by the trait 
SoeiaX-Soh-Soci&l from, the Bernreuter Personality Inventory* 
fhe high and low salesmen are average in the trait Serious­
ness-Impulsive from the Personal Audit* the high and low 
salesmen, tend to- have trouble in making and maintaining 
decisions independently as measured by the trait Plrmness- 
Indecision from the Personal Audit* The high and low sales­
men -are average in the trait franouility-Irritability from 
the Personal Audit* the high and low salesmen are average 
in the trait Frankness-Evaslon. from the- Personal Audit*
Both the high and low sales groins are somewhat less inclined
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than the average person to assume readily additional.and
demanding, responslbiliti©#* This li measured by the trait 
Sb&MXtiy-insbabilliy from the fersonal Audit* the low 
salesmen are average in tolerance* hut the high salesmen • 
tent to he. intolerant a#, measured by -the trait Toler&nee- 
Intolerance- from the f’ersonal Audit* the high and- tow 
salesmen tend to be happily married and generally well* 
adjusted as measured by the trait Steadines s-I2mot|on&Xiiy 
from the Personal Audit* the high and low salesmen are 
average in the trait Per atatanoe-Fluotuat Ion from the 
Personal Audit * The high. and low salesmen are average 
Im'th# trait Oontentment-Worry from- the- Personal Audit* 
the high -and lew .salesmen tend to be free from inner ner­
vous strain and tension as measured by the trait Hervous- 
Composed from the Johnson temperament Analysis* the high 
and low salesmen tend to be free from rapid changes In 
moods- as measured by the- trait bepresslve-Oay-hearted from ' 
the Johnson Temperament Analysis* The high and low sales­
men tend to be active and energetic In.1 undertaking new 
tasks as measured by the trait Active-Quiet from the John­
son Temperament Analysis* the high and low sales®cm tend 
to be cordial and warm-hearted in their approach to people 
as measured by the- trait Cordial-Cold from the J ohnson 
temperament Analysis* The. high and low -salesmen tend to- 
be- sympathetic a# measured by the trait Sympathetic-Cold- 
hearted from the Johnson Temperament Analysis# The high
Dhjeetlv© from the Johnson Temperament tailyais* The high and low sales- 
m m  tend to be aggressive m  measured by Hie trait &gg?emim^Kbm£m£m 
J^o© Hse Johnson Temperament Analysis * the hl^i and lew salesmen are 
average in the trait' Cri tleaX-A^xeciat ive from the Johnson Temperament 
tealysis* the high and .lew salesmen tend to have self-mastery -or self- 
control as measured by Hie trait Self-lfostery—Impulsive from the Johnson 
temperament Analysis, The hi$i and low salesmen are average In job 
interest as measured by the trait Job Intersat from the Personality Index, 
The high and low salesmen ■are average in social intelligence as measured 
by the trait Social Intelligence from Hie Personality Index* the high 
and low salesmen are average in planning as measured by the trait Planning 
from the Personality Index, the high and low salesmen are average In 
drive as measured by the trait Drive from the Personality Index* The high 
and low salesmen are average in th© follow through as meaeonsd by the
2$
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T M b research was carried out in a chain of twelve bakeries* Two- 
fcmdred-seveniy-flve rente salesmen were tested* from this larger group, 
90 were selected who represented the extremes! 45 were la the high group, 
and 45 were la the low p i |  of salesmen*
The following tests were administered! -'Hie Personal dad it, Tim 
Berareuter Personality Inventory, The Idmson Temperament Analysis,
The Personality Index, The Personnel. Test ty Wonder lie*
The i values were obtained to determine whether or not there were any 
significant differences in test performance between the two. groups*
Table I and Figure X present the six traits which show significant 
differences between the two groins* These traits m m  Nervous-Gcmposed, 
Depressive-*Gay-fcearted, Subjectlve-0b jactive , Cordlal-Cold, Self-Mastery— 
Impulsive, from the fdbamm Temperament tnaSysis, and Emotionality** 
Steadiness trm the Personal iudit.
The traits which showed significant differences between the groups weret 
1 * Nervous Composed ** Tim high group operates under less inner nervous 
strain or tension, and is lass given to fidgeting ties, tremors, and 
apprehensions than the 1cm group* 2 - DspressIve^G^f^haarted -*- The 
high group Is less inclined to be given to swings in mood or to periods 
of gloominess and discouragement than the low salesmen* $ «■* Subjective** 
■Objective w  The high group Is leas inclined to be self-centered In 
approach to the problems of everyday life than the low salesmen*
4 -* Cordial-Gold *. The high group is Inclined to be less cordial or 
expressively warm-hearted in its approach to people than the low group
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The Mgh group is strongly inclined toward self-mastery* and is Inclined 
to operate tm the basis of planfulness ratter than on the basis of impuli 
The low group la inclined to operate te the same direction, but not to 
such a strong degree* 6 - B^otiomlity-St^adijne;SS - The . high group is 
tetter able to state routine In which the opportunities ter self-
ter© future research to show tee some results m  were found hem, one 
might say teat tee -typical mute salesman 1st tee baking' industry ©an. 
fee described as follows eosEpared to norma on the tests used*
Emotionally stable and generally wsXX^djaste&j rather strongly lacking 
fa self-reilsmce, preferring to operate as an organisation or team 
member rather than ^solo^ j rather strongly eirhroverted, given to action 
rather than analysis! soraawlmt inclined to assume tea lead role In 
personal contacts* fairly strongly self-confident and fra© from feelings 
of personal inadequacy and self-qnes tioningi extremely sociable, seeking 
and enjoying tee company of people j seme what less decisive teas tee 
average personj soBtsteat less Inclined tean tee average person to assume 
demanding reaponsIbilltles % undertake variety of .new activities more 
readily than tea average perse©! strongly cordial or expressively warm­
hearted ©ii first contact with peopl©! fairly strongly aya$»athetSo toward 
people and their problems! tends to fee self-oenteredf tends to tor© fairly 
strong urge to-push ahead of peopl©! has warn mW**mntrol than th*- average 
individual.
The successful rent© salesman, as compared with tec distinctly less 
successful one, differs significantly m  follows* Be In even more free 
from nervous tendencies, and distinctly superior to tee average person 
in this respect! is not given to wide swings or ups-and-downs In mocdi 
is somewhat above average In cordiality , hot not strongly cordial, in 
contrast to tee notes ©-successful rente salesman! is stsaewhai self-
strongly seXteeontrolled, ©pasting planfutly rather than inpiXsiveXyj 
© trolly free from meed for creativity and crigimsllty in eotlvitiee and 
aide to stand routine tell*
Analysis of 
whether or mb 
'Ms&e a
ite®3 of 
which m u M  do mmm J o b as
ifeii® agains t criteria to determine 
data hare prognostic signlficamSi 
all test <jaesti©ns, combine the 
power into a new omnibus test
of tost items nsod in
Based on thorough analysis of the job of route salesman, set up 
situational performance tests and compare %m extreme groups of 
very good and very poor salesmen in these ^practical* tests.
battery of teats to 300 consecutive 
tests, file test results, collect- criterion, 
then analyse data by follcwsMap method to determine which trait 
measures on the feats vouM have predicted performance.*
Compare relative efficacy of feats and personal history data in 
differentiating between highly successful and unsuccessful salesmen*
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jU Emotionally adJnstoi-^ otionsLlljr maladjusted# 4 measure of neurotic
tendency*, ■ Persons scoring bi#t m  this scale tend to bo oatottoiallr
a
unstable# Those scoring -abode the 98 percentile would probably benefit 
■ f r o ®  piyCM&l^ie or sted&d'al Those scoring low tend to be very
well balanced emotionally*
2* StlJ-guffielenb*!^^ 4 measure -of self- sufficiency.
Persons scoring high on this scale prefer to be alone, rarely -ask for 
sympathy or encouragement, and tend to ignore- the advice of others-# these
a coring lour dislike solitude and often seek advice and encoura^ment*^_
3* Introversion-Extroversion# A measure of -JhitrQversion^ extreverslon* 
Persons scoring high on this scale tend to he in trover bed$ that Is* they 
are -imaginative m &  tend to M m  within themselves* Screes above the 9$ 
percentile bear the same significance as do similar scores on the emo­
tionally adjustad-emotionally maladjusted scale# Those scoring low are 
extroverted} that is, they rarely worry, seldom suffer emotional upsets, 
and rarely substitute daydreaming for action*
k* Uominant-Submissive. A measure of dominance-submission* '"Persons 
scoring’, high on this scale tend to dominate others- in-face-to-face situa­
tions c those scoring low tend to be submissive#
9* self-cojfifidenl^ Self-conscious* A measure of' confidence in. -oneself# 
Persons scoring high m  this -scale tend to be hamperingiy self-conscious 
and to have feelings of inferiority; those scoring above the 98 percentile 
would probably benefit from psychiatric or medical advice* those scoring 
low tend to be wholesomely self-confident and to be very well adjusted to 
their enviroiment*
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& m  $ooia3.**Honr-Social*. & m m m m  of sooiatoilitr* Persons snoring lii^ i 
on ttois seals tons to too nonsoeiaX* solitary* or I n d e p e n d e n t s ' Itiose 
snoring low tend to too soeiabla and- ^ogarioms^  ,
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X* $e.rvque**Cojaposed. Hervous la a trait so well teom as to ea&X for 
little description hero# HestXessness* fidgeting* tenseness* sleepless* 
seas*, tondeitey to wiif, and faulty muscular control are typical symptoms ♦ 
It ia well worth measuring even thou# more variable in its manifestations 
toan most of the traits#. With nervousness hi#* my  of toe other traits 
are mrsened, so that improvement in this trait often improves several of 
them* It is well to note that when nervousness is hi#* it may be a 
temporary condition brought on by toe onset of much worty> fatigue* atreaa* 
conflict* or blow to self esteem* or a more constant condition, the trait 
is negatively con€latod (hi# when toe e-toer is low) wito eeX£«©aatory 
but is sufficiently independent to need separate measurement* Any per* 
eentiXe above 6H is poor and should cause concern* It lowers one* © 
social acceptability -and inereases fatigue from a given amount of effort,
Sh pepresslve^ 0ay#heartod, Repressive is the best leaown of all the 
. traits and is properly included in most tomperament tests and eXasaifX** 
cations*- Since It is sometimes helped by health improvement* especially 
by raising a low basal metabolism by toyreid extract or mm, hormones #
nodical examination is in order toon 'toe score I# hi#*' ‘MWalso""'" .
sometimes toe result of toe climacteric (period around toe cessation of 
toe menstrual periods) again -galling for medical, treatment*- l^ areentilos 
from 60 up- are too hi# to tolerate without an effort to improve. It is 
correlated positively with nervousness' and .improvement of either usually
It''daiia#s'''sev^ diy ‘toe' wellbeing'of the individual and. 
lowers his effectiveness socially and in nearly all occupations* It may 
change in waves* alternating with a lesser degree or less frequently with 
toe active trait to be discussed, next, this condition is called cycloid*
In 'an extreme case of depression accompanied by this cycloid condition
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with "mty lil#. nativity uM very low ■self-mastery, the attention of a 
psychiatrist' is indicated*
3* . iotive*$uiei* Active is the trait that Is shorn, in the dynamic,
Mvtly*. tatling, %eppyrt .i^ rs^ as well, known to all*
* '■ ’ i . .
the fairly wide range of is pemlasible without serious concern#
Where the score is higher,, difficulty comes fro®, over-doing with the 
r&ctt&tani fatigue* which is often so.disturbing .in many ways* There Is 
ale© in. the hi# scores so strong a drive as to make temper manifestation 
a danger, It is In courtship that the trait ip of special significance, 
since persons with hi# scores tend to be chosen over more approvabla 
persons# On the other hand, greater marriage stability is found, with 
moderate’ scores.* It is highly dependent on physiological conditions*
When the percentile is % or1 2 there is. prctoahly a health coimdtion.caM^  
ing for attention* While the hi#ly active: may drop down to depressive 
SpoUs at intervals^ , a hi#i level is maiiitained by most persons*- it I# 
much more common for the fluctuations to be minor, than to get the strong 
alternations so many expect to find*
is* fedii^SoId* cordial is offensive warB^ heartedness* It has usually 
been included with, active under the name manic, but is here separately 
measured, because a score in each is needed for the best counseling*;. It 
is ft. trait of the highest value In courtship and marriage .and in. promoting 
good social relations*. It is also alMad to sympathetic, but shows itself 
mote in. expression than does the sympathetic* Percentiles of ii£M?S itsdi* 
cate a desirable status* It is a component in' that which Jus usually 
called extrovert and is of great value in sales and entertainment oc­
cupations* Where the percentiles are 5 or below there is usually a
<r ' '■ . , ■
deficiency in either thyroid or sex hormones*
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■§.*•- the afoae:
- e k ll lr e n * -  •,M k e -th # -e o rtla i i # e l i  $ - its - g reates t -taa# is  
in  ---prrtuelng -good -p & re tth o rt* -o ouriaht p - -a rt-m arriage* ■
-M-hm-a- la  the •
- ::liiilitiit'-4-fi®ii-fl ^ ^g-are*4e*
- eir&bi#: pertehiiieet-^  -fi-there ■ in a . laager
- Of being mad© a -^ eueker*-op- *-&&%$■ mark-*
■ $■*■■ - !#• being- h ig h ly
- a e lfN s e rt e t r t  * ■ -. I t  • -may- -go ae ^far th a t  - the < ir t iy l iw a t
- integrate many things ’mi^relairt 't0 .kla0eifi .altk.oagh 
-th e re  • may.-be. no real-, re la tio n s h ip '* . ft - is  -one. o f th ree  ■ 
p&m%p*l~-&vMiir%&%m». of: .In tro v e rt* -the o th e r■ two being
■-l*iirtap#eii» art'-ahy*.-- irtm - thee#;# e^leotlre **# obesea. 
for thle-ttit- at being -tM -one of -ikeie- '-wtiieft.-' wrienely 
a ffo o ts  e-oolal rtia tfo n s h ip e * thyme#®- may be to le ra te d *  
but t r t - ; eob leo iiire  i t  reeembrt,#. I t  I#  o f ten  met in  th e  
. a ^ r e te lw -  a r t  .o P lt i ta l*  th e  t r a i t  t e r lo o i l f  im pairs  
• oomrtsliip# .m arriage* a r t  vooatlonal # -£ fie le ip ff makes 
poor, parent#*. art.alienate# other people* frt beet per*
4
o e n tlie t  a r e - I t  t o i® * .  I t #  ogper extreme le  fe o rt i n ;one 
o f .-trt ..ecwmortat lo ia n iile ® *  sehim ophrtaia or dementia
praeooE*.
7 * A ggretei^e^fohm ittl^e le -th e - t r a i t  trteh .e& n### people 
to  he-p^aMfnl.# r t ih ie # # *  am bition#* e o n o e itr t*  p e re ie ten t 
a r t  € e te » ln e i*  I t  la  notably higher In  men than In  women*
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it|l 'famuli' ^ailiitllsii?^ -Aggressif#'1 -la. -bash-within -the*
-i*40" p©re©ntMa ait^ugfet..feighar^ 4agi*a^ 0-&isa -useful . %&■ wm- 
■atii/--#ai3^ f%-l%itP ■hnslrase* -af#
' at' >the -e^enee ■of- 'the * family -to. .efcieter aaaeeaiw •■ aggress**
It
to .-be-.one- ■©# ihe-meet 4a»agtog-to'-iiai»Ma^ii< .In •ad&ihien
■ t#--hbe relationship show* It la also ‘.related te-native* 
-When -aggreseiye 4.#'.--wry 'le%- ’"ttlln-Is- aaa&ily.' aise-yery 
- % m  nr#-,.itie- remarks ■ defieleneien la-the
lew aohire - apply ■here al0a t. 0a|sa0:lal|j- to •refereres ho
-. “^ I tweitst-an# snfcjeeh-lwe
• .an# both ■ h#. an# •■aggressi-tre m m% - lower* a . less energs*- 
■’'tie type- -of. paranoid i&.-,fmm& whlsfe--^
§-.*- ■initiaal^ppna#-|atiw -I# named way naturally* - Its 
■damage- .in the .family is great * fheteas ■ the eggreasiire 
.differs between the-seic#®* this-Is less inii of the. eriti^ 
.eel* this is one reason. .for separating-these traits us»liy
■ eemhined- as paranoid*. the extreme of-this pmrsneid esmblna** 
%%m. - la found in another, IneaBlhy*. paranoid. Bebisophrenla* 
the wry-highest scores tndiaate- dlsair#eahl#f-dislike# 
people, fhe hesi .seeres-lit hetweit id and #§ psroemhlif*.
$, Self^mastery^Iiapnisiw is the teManoy to make .plans, 
and- earry them- through' relatively uhdeflested by impulse 
and oaprlee* - ..It Is - nearly -the- effosit# of impmsim end 
eaprieloue* It iirrelire® a eepaeif j to Inhibit hut also
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■ -how' «»lrte -iiiit llit
•-©■lid; aet ■aeeefdii^ X-f * ^^ It.' 4,a<irerf •
•■ tes ted  'f h i t - - t r a i t  is  -considered-- t o - i i  ■-lest-igitfeto^ t ie
- f l # t f l # p X i e s - 4 e  laei^ iage-i ^■parenthood*
- -tn -the field-.where •
- -and --expreseiwnoss -are - of -:sraatar--mo®ei3Lt. -pf e*
- • --fit" ttiaii:'
-Seif^maatorf* ■
should-always la eoh&l&ered in -weighing tie degree, if - any
■ other-4**a2Mt* --ftas-a degree-ei- .‘*0rtiie&4" that wouM It
- at ft ■ -percentii# ■ in. tel£*a&fct#*!^ : -iitglit -nit ■ %# • ee
Considered -aft ' St pereent.ite of- seif^eCeie**f* Belf^ -mast**
; cn- that
®ay 1#, harmful teihself and damage seei&X relationships, 
teetiiiirg. marriage*
f»>KaSO»AL.. A«&3$
-i# Bw%Qum&$8*$tt$ut%%yew*M* High scores Indieefe a. 
m&%m® disposition characterised hy coei-ness, ambition* 
and at^ itinantt©-# flenatlf interests are specialised and 
etalie resembling those-of successful draftsmen* engineers* 
j^ %liei»a%i0tama^ 'a»i:' #h«f ^'S* aeutiousness it. often pro* 
sent to some degree* Socialising tenia to be confined to 
close- friend#* Agreeablenese and cooperation may be present * 
t#m so ores indicate- pronoonoedaoelaliilty for the reed 
for it}* aggreaoitemeaa* and dominance* Although interests
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- are- ^ hroad-art' v-re&es&ble -t&oaa ■ o f * Booeeaofol -■- per sosmei' ■ a r t  •
■ -affiaa - mamgars * • tl®| * fluctuate# - ■*falSsa*'
* '■ '
%%wwmM a r t  tap.rta t  veneaa * aeeom partrt- h f&  o& refree
a t  - tla iea with- a -4 i§ * '
■ ragart r - , w „ - , . , . .... - . . -  -  - *.✓ .
*■!.*-r:---fij*si^  ^ '-14glt-0#^aa‘4'aiiaat# #eeit$irii*
■■•mm a a 4 ''a # a i# |# iitta a « a a « #  --fl*a  - i r t i t i d r t l  - t e i i t a - t o r t  
■» aaaf art ■. artiidatit« •■toiiii^ to.-make- a.
• 4 r t i a 4 r t - ^ a a 0 d - f r t t a ■l a  M suailf ■ p re so rt* ■ a r t  ^  4 aaue 
■aay h e -ta k e r ■& h e -is
rtX i& P rt tevb#- wrotts* ■ O ortertra tlo B . ^art -e ta lo a tlo a  are  
e&ay. art i^ereatiortl aetli4tt#i tert-te -1#‘wrtleeoaie
■ a r t  -worth -w itll#*
■&m ■ ■. irtioat#- at#rtOrtf- to aeoopt m om entarily • a r t '
. ija p n le lye lf- -srsgeailofia o f -othere*,- - 1 t hi a lead# 
to  aa ia a r t ljM f  to  -rtfe# o r e .€ # tla le ti.»
h ra tio tt a r t  W a M a t ir t  a r#  o ft# it d if f ic u lt * ,  sometimes r#^  
a to lt ia i ta -4o p jraa iio a* Boredom may he preseat i reerea** 
t i o r t t  a e t iir i ile s  t e r t t o  he- lig h t  a r t  frtiro lm is *
9-t frtrtrti4i%^4»itafeii4tf * . High .soorea iatitat#. m m ^  
t m m ^ i  tepperameat art % m u  of ixrttaMlity* ffew# la.
.■ litti# tastoiiaf to ■* #4jr --off the -hart1!#1 .or -fete-ese 
. Work- is  e r t t r t r t l jp  performed at- a  steady m ethodical ra te  
■rttrtrt v fr la t ir t# . - -fe ttiB g  elo&g w e ll w ith  aaaoQtatea*
■the individual la  usually tranquil a r t  confident of M l  
ahiliiies *.
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- l * m  v .readiness-' a*i&-*w z m ® m m & B  -off-. #Hf##
■ •. -  imi-■1^11^1 iading.
■ ---interests- #h#w> *©&©■' ■ reaeeshlai*## to - th#a#--
-of- ami^ aepootwo* 'f«p^
• •errafeXe - m A  - peev.tsh* ■ml •■■&#go#i&ted^ith
&^jMfchei*gH:groat *a®hitte& -$say ■. ho 
- ereates - dlas-at l#£a#t ion* ■
"f$ftX3gm$M* -'-tet tristhfhlMM*' l©rh is performed
•■ oe&sa tentiousiy * Eolaiietiahlps • with asseetatea are < uatr* 
ally.■• ha»#ttiaw.* there-ta m % X l $ M ^ m m  to-.a#oetri -posposei*- 
<h|lity ■aM-^ si^ #atatJ.©».:tl^ t o t h ® m  ■ will do. li&ewxa# * Barely 
.4#p»ate4f'fli# individual la otaMe. and ©operative *, 8#©res 
a% ttsio .Xoyel are memalif-aes##i&ie4 with hoppinee© % n  w ® i M  
&n&--&&?** lag##
Lew ioerea- -iMieate e®^ illlnsmees t# fa##- real tty oo& in*
- ami tty- to iaJte# responsibilities'* f^egaing the tmeh* an#
• pr#t##tto§- him# on ethers are often present* Etsegger&tiem* 
phantasy#. a»I lying are. »#ai#il»esf. shoot*# Often 4epf©W«4 
am4 meiiaii#- M*^ r#Ii#tahle.f the • in&lirl&oal may la#M depende** 
i*iiii$f m A  Mat it difflonlite o.eoperot© with others# 
Marital. «tepplm#s# ie often. foondU
. §■* 0tahility-toatah.i 1 ifcy * High soeras in&ioate. prtn#«#e§ 
-oo&fl&eaoo in self and. willingne-aa to. oarry rosponsihiii^
ties*- .Imtereat#.■roseola ..thee# of airlatara* ,engine©##*
' m &  oiiamiate* M u & X l f  Stahl# m A  aarofree* the- per##** may
3S
-asao o iato i* - -AWl#- to  m$k -at.otto-or w it!*
■ ■ -pr#* ■
■-sort*' ■ ^ Higfe.- aooram -are  --mmm o fte n  ■ aseo e la ted -w itb  r oeai** 
-p a t te ^ l;  $%*geo&& aaaA, m a r ita i b&pplnese. ttesa .Mm 'kmm «#  
low-aoere#-* -
• I^ -a o o r# #  v ta tt ta t ii ##■ a#tf^o«ftaosi^#'a0#os^#ii% ,>
•■ ted»&jr• ;feeiiiigs* #f >imierloritir*. --Wlit- iit§i^ tdmi',4a • fr#*
- d o e rtty  ohy $■ ■ and- i t a r f n i  *■■ ■- in f e r r in g -  to  ■• *£«&
- wit!*' 'tli&m- tip t* ta # e ifr  -tie to  -ofientim ##
'depressed and sobjeai  ^i©  ■ lu M tn  -©tenges %m M ~
tte o g li .map- a#em- w itte
■. Barely■ *■?&»' to
-moot I ' ^ o t i r >*& rooi&ne- or © te rie s i teste-*
6 , foM W W #% I*^oiot*itooo# ■ Bigb a©©res trd io a t©  broad*
.m to io4| ^ a i^ o t3 ig -o ttt% M #o -*--Itam d ard s  and t& eais to ad y  
= to - I ni flo n tiitO f, o ra # tto a tf a rd -jN ie lia ii© * fo rc in g  re *
1 s tionstklpt a r e . neeaily' © b je o tiw * p leasant and 
iiOfiioMiu temperament %ends to  be s ta b le * © -© rftderif arid
.£&* soores t r t io a te  atroag a ttitu d e s * usually  ^ fa iro ra b ie , 
toward a t l i r i r .  lo t■Ammm-mA p rejudle© * o fte n  disguised  
as ^bigti** standards and ideals,*. maybe presenb * P*n^b&«*
tag  eg en te*. Iitapeo-tors#. and persons in  o tte r  veoatione  
w te rt mmintmmm o f fteo d  standards i#  import a r t*  o fte n  
M o re  a t tb is  Xew lU  In fe r io r ity *  ■ peerls teess* and Irs ts b *  
i l i t y  mm immm%lg found*
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7 . .-H igh
• ways - of.- iMrkimg • ■■ Feelings * are ■ not - intense * ■ Forsons
and‘Sourage* such- se —
%&&$&&&■$ ■ -&$'&&&&$-%&%& ■ tw&%* -
trdlsmrity. mot -^ ris#reasie4* -the Individual^*- hot: disagree
■ able nor h y p e rc r it ic a l * Happily married people and g#&*
persons*. especially wdmem* are often
feuM h ^  v
■ ■low sooreft - indicate-.that ■ the- individual- is alypiesi* .Hi* 
mllf namsitiire* feelings m m  yeXstiis s»&:&sep##at#&* •■ - • *
: Interests : in -waiting|,-drama* ■. arts* and - literature are- often 
■> found* Writer# .^act ore* and. actresses frequently so or# at 
tbit leirel# ■ IMirldu&llatlo* • ereatie# work. is. preferred 
t M  person may . appear-temperamental or- eccentric to 
■others* . Intense and usually mot too .wil*a&Juste&# marriage 
-may-mot pmm %m ,m tttfao-tory* Hepretsioii and sexual com** 
filets,, are hot - uncommon *
8-* Per si at enoe*FXuo t uation * High a cores indicate stabl# 
.attiitste# and imiorortit- .with litil# iiholihood of pmmvmm& 
change a; occurring after ag# &&■*.-■ Hat ore popple tend to so or# 
. at tM# Iwai* • they ar# usually satisfied. with their em*
KfirpnTOml* and ■iBhsrestft smd^aiiihntoa resemble. th o # f of 
successful cost accountants* bank cashiers, and purchasing 
.agents* Ordinarily desirable* they should be questioned 
when accompanied by. low percentile scores, on Parts 4 (ir&ni£*> 
mnm) and § (Stability) * Extremely high scores are not
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■tremble bf: matter age S0| .th#jr wmg
■ be indte&tiwe of -inflexibility • -
tm- • ##&&&.&■> isatleate-ttjet ■ interests- an# •sttlt mt«M& -mm' in 
a state n# -Mm*- -3mh 'Witteslrefels
of ip end-may abow bewilderment- and 
tmifitf-#: - --ter -age-sf -p% ■tt'-ii-mewiiy--
i m A m & m M M  'for -low to -e&fcreeieiy iow-aeores to b© preaent *
■ Smgges&tim •. of - iwa%nritf,-|- mmmm at -tble may...,ge ■ 
wltli- freftiont - jefc-dbai^ esu-.-- Stsptabi# initially to a new 
job* a teeir# for' ebtstg# mg--mm appear*-
#* •- f •* --•Migb--a#ore#^ • iciest# few iimselfef
■ problems -and- sbaemse- of.-won^ -,-abont- then. If tbey ■ do exist* ■
f be person-is - usually stable*. eeoper&tiwe* - and well-*adiusfet 
to M s  wort -aged aowial-.llft*- J&pp&ly mrried-per©one.Often 
- eoere at ■a.bou’t- thfe .ierei* . When. ■ acoempaniet by enrage
ie-bigb p#i^emtiM.-a#0re#-- bm I^ rtu- -4 ffraitaeesJt #*C$el<* 
m am *)} spt-'f ■ (Steadiness-)-* snob, a person is- usually a
irw$r good employment rials *
Low aeoree' indleet# worry* -uiie&stfisssjr- and imdeoieieii. 
brought about by unsolved problems* Lae&iaig eonfideroe*
. tbe individual- is usually. uncertain ant beset by eemfliets 
often revolving .around md|nfttaent#-t# tbe/Opposite sex*"
So ores at this %m®% should be regale# more seriously
■ for.admits -than for young people* and-more seriously for 
married, tban for single- penile*
A1
t m  w m smAbzm m z m
Interested in mPk 
not in self*
#ob Interest 
■■■(«) ■■;' *'■
irteliigenee Hulled ta -tmaM.
<gu£&ljtyg' us# #f r#e**. 
Boning#
Hoelal.Xnteiligene# Well centralled* Will
got along mitt with
l*eadersM|? 
(US}
tl%)
PriTO
follow through
l i a b l e  eh& raeter* A 
good leader#-.. ■
' * '* .,/.* •- 'V . • •’■' , ' .
food ' argent£#z% flans
A pusher* will drive 
self'hart and others 
moderately,
templates well and 
beMles all details*
14,tt W  interest in wag& 
or • high interest * in self
#oalif ted ■ for mw® mm* 
tin#- tam& -mot Involv~
ing
fear o o r tr o l. and *. is apt 
ta:aau#a-.fridti#n if 
wording w ith  others r or
the pwSli##^ - — ■ -*•
W#a$p charset#* ami will
.pet lead ■ w ell#  «
Weeds close d e ta ile d  
supw vls lou  on a l l  but
routine jobs#
teak lag i n energy or 
>$ will need pushing*
M&qaipm #1 a m  ebee&tag* 
Will miss details*
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